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Constraints on flat cosmologies with tracking quintessence from cosmic microwave backgroun
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We constrain cosmological parameters in flat cosmologies with tracking dark energy~or quintessence! using
the existing data on cosmic microwave background~CMB! anisotropies. We perform a maximum likelihood
analysis using combined data from COBE-DMR, BOOMERanG, DASI and MAXIMA, obtaining estimates for
the dark energy densityVQ and equation of statewQ , the physical baryon densityVbh2, the scalar perturba-
tion spectral indexnS , the ratioR between the tensor and scalar perturbation amplitude~or the tensor spectral
indexnT!. Dark energy is found to be the dominant cosmological componentVQ50.7120.04

10.05, with an equation
of statewQ520.8220.11

10.14 (68% C.L.!. Our best fit value of the physical baryon density is in good agreement
with the primordial nucleosynthesis bound. We find no significant evidence for deviations from scale invari-
ance, although a scalar spectral index slightly smaller than unity is marginally preferred. Finally, we find that
the contribution of cosmological gravitational waves is negligible. These results confirm that quintessence is
slightly preferred with respect to ordinary cosmological constant by the present CMB data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Accurate measurements of the cosmic microwave ba
ground~CMB! anisotropy on subdegree angular scales r
resent one of the greatest achievements in modern cos
ogy. Two balloon-borne experiments BOOMERanG@1#,
MAXIMA @2#, and the ground-based interferometer DA
@3# provided data on the CMB anisotropy angular pow
spectrum at multipoles corresponding to angular scales
tending far below the degree, up to a few arcminutes. Th
results give statistically strong evidence for one peak in
power spectrum on angular scales corresponding to a de
in the sky and significant indications for a second and a th
peak on smaller angles, confirming and extending earlier
less accurate data from BOOMERanG and MAXIMA@4#,
Together with the plateau observed by the Cosmic Ba
ground Explorer~COBE! Differential Microwave Radiom-
eter ~DMR! @5# on larger angular scales, these CMB da
favor a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker~FRW! cosmologi-
cal model and strongly support the existence of superh
zon, almost scale-invariant curvature perturbations at dec
pling, which oscillate coherently after horizon crossing; th
is consistent with a primordial phase of accelerated exp
sion as predicted in the context of the simplest inflation
cosmology@6#.

The CMB anisotropy is strongly sensitive to the amou
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of baryons in the universe, especially through the relat
amplitude of acoustic peaks. Measurements of the phys
baryon densityVbh2 from the CMB ~whereVb is the ratio
of baryons to critical density today, andh is the present
Hubble parameterH0 in units of 100 km/sec/Mpc! are con-
sistent with the big bang nucleosynthesis~BBN! @7#. This
indicates that baryons can only account for roughly 5%
the critical density. In fact, several pieces of evidence,
cluding CMB anisotropy measurements, suggest that
bulk of the total energy density is in some form of ‘‘dark
nonbaryonic component, with cold dark matter partic
~CDM! contributing roughly 25% of the critical density
while about 70% of the total energy density is made o
smooth component with negative equation of state. The
ter, which is the subject of the present work, and is descri
in detail below, has attracted a lot of interest in recent ye
and is commonly known as ‘‘dark energy’’ or ‘‘quintes
sence.’’

There are at least three independent pieces of evidenc
favor of dark energy. First, type Ia supernovae observati
indicate that the universe is experiencing a phase of acce
ated expansion@8,9#; recently it has been also noticed th
acceleration is a relatively recent occurrence in the cos
logical evolution@10#. In FRW cosmologies, cosmic acce
eration is possible only if a component with equation of st
less than21/3 is dominating the expansion. Second, best
of the present CMB data favor a total energy density wh
is very close to the critical value@1–3#. Third, large scale
structure observations suggest a universe with a low den
of clustered material@11#.

On the theoretical side, justifying the observed amoun
vacuum energy is extremely difficult. Without entering in
detailed discussion of the cosmological constant proble
which is probably the greatest mystery in modern fundam
©2002 The American Physical Society20-1
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CARLO BACCIGALUPI et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW D 65 063520
tal physics@12#, we mention here the main aspects of th
difficulty. If one tries to interpret it as a vacuum expectati
value of some fundamental quantum field, any known sc
of particle physics is tens of order of magnitude larger th
the observed one, up to 120 orders of magnitude in the c
of the Planck scale, leading to an evident ‘‘fine-tuning’’ pro
lem. Moreover, this extremely low level of vacuum energy
such that it is dominating the cosmic expansion right no
leading to a ‘‘coincidence’’ or ‘‘why now’’ problem. The in-
terest toward dark energy or quintessence models, first in
duced in@13,14#, resides in their potential ability to alleviat
these fine-tuning problems, at least at classical level. Q
tessence is the simplest generalization of the cosmolog
constant, involving a scalar fieldf with potentialV, which
provides the required amount of vacuum energy today. S
narios with inverse power-law potentials@13,15#, interest-
ingly connected with high energy particle physics mod
@16#, have been proven to admit the existence of ‘‘trackin
solutions in which the dark energy is able to reach the
quired value today starting from a very wide set of init
conditions in the remote past, thus removing the previou
mentioned fine-tuning problem@13,17#, at least for what con-
cerns cosmological classical trajectories. Scenarios with
ponential potentials@14,15#, suggested by string theorie
@18#, have been demonstrated to possess ‘‘scaling’’ soluti
in which the scalar field energy density scales as the do
nant cosmological component, either matter or radiation.
cently, extended quintessence models@19#, in which the dark
energy possesses an explicit coupling with the Ricci sca
have been studied@20–23#; a detailed study of tracking tra
jectories and of their effects on CMB and Large Scale Str
ture can be found in Ref.@24#. In the next section we briefly
recall how a quintessence component induces its main eff
on CMB spectra.

It is therefore interesting to study how the measured CM
anisotropy constrains quintessence models. This has
done in several ways in the past, by considering earlier d
from MAXIMA and BOOMERanG@4#. CMB anisotropies in
~extended! quintessence models have been extensively s
ied in @19,24#, where theCMBFAST @31# code for the compu-
tation of cosmological perturbations was upgraded to incl
scalar-tensor theories of gravity, both for the background
the perturbations, in full generality. In a previous work by
@25#, a minimally coupled quintessence with inverse pow
law potentials in the tracking regime, was assumed, to ob
constraints on the quintessence energy density and its e
tion of state: we found 0.3&VQ&0.7 and21&wQ&20.6
at 95% confidence level, favoring potentialsV(f)}f2a

with a&2. In Ref.@26#, limits on the coupling between quin
tessence and dark matter have been obtained. In@27# con-
straints from exponential and inverse power law potent
have been compared. More recently@28–30# the impact on
CMB anisotropies of the spectral separation of acou
peaks has been studied.

In this work we consider the most recent data from BO
MERanG, MAXIMA, and DASI, and we relax many of th
assumptions made in@25# on the underlying cosmologica
model, deriving constraints not only on the quintessence
rameters but also on the abundance of cosmological gra
06352
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tional waves, perturbation spectral indices, and phys
baryon densityVbh2. We assume Gaussian and adiaba
initial conditions~see, however, Ref.@32#! and a flat geom-
etry.

Before ending this section we wish to emphasize that
results on quintessence parameters have to be interprete
general way. In fact, as discussed in the next section, tra
ing solutions with inverse power law potentials predict
nearly constant equation of state at redshift where the q
tessence is important: the latter case coincides with the s
plest model of quintessence, where this is assumed to co
of a smooth component with constantwQ>21, indepen-
dently of its nature. Therefore, before going to the spec
potential parameters, our results onwQ constrain the time
variation of the vacuum energy from a general point of vie

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we brie
review the theoretical properties of cosmologies with da
energy. In Sec. III we describe the region in parameter sp
which we investigate. In Sec. IV we show the results of t
likelihood analysis of CMB data. Section V contains a d
cussion of our results.

II. TRACKING QUINTESSENCE AND CMB
ANISOTROPIES

In this section we review the relevant aspects of track
quintessence scenarios, highlighting the scalar field dyn
ics and the main effects on CMB anisotropies. We use
numerical code which is a modified version ofCMBFAST

@31#, integrating scalar field cosmological equations f
background dynamics as well as linear perturbations, in
general context of scalar-tensor theories of gravity,
@19,24# for details.

We restrict our analysis to minimally coupled quinte
sence. By considering the conformal timet in a FRW metric,
the Fridemann and Klein-Gordon equations for the evolut
of the scale factora and for the dark energy fieldf take the
form

H 25S ȧ

a
D 2

5
8pG

3 S a2r f luid1
1

2
ḟ21a2VD ,

f̈12Hḟ52a2Vf , ~1!

where the dot and the subscriptf denote differentiation with
respect to the conformal timet and to the quintessence sc
lar field, respectively, whilef luid represents contribution
from all the species but quintessence andV(f) is the scalar
field potential. We will generally describe the amount of
particular speciesx with the present-day ratioVx of its en-
ergy densityrx to the critical onerc53(H/a)2/8pG. As we
already mentioned, several potential shapes are under s
cosine @33#, exponential@16# and inverse power law@18#.
The cosine type has been recently considered in the con
of extended quintessence@34#. With an exponential type po
tential, dark energy possesses the same redshift depend
as the dominant component which is driving the cosmic
pansion, either matter or radiation, and somead hocmecha-
nism or a nontracking behavior is required in order to bri
0-2
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CONSTRAINTS ON FLAT COSMOLOGIES WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 063520
it to domination. In the inverse power law case, the track
solution possesses an approximately constant equatio
state which is not set by the component which leads
cosmic expansion but by the potential exponent itself.
take therefore

V~f!5
M41a

fa
, ~2!

where the value ofa.0 will be specified later and the mas
scaleM is fixed by the level of energy contribution toda
from the quintessence field. As we did in our previous wo
@19,24,25#, we integrate numerically Eqs.~1! with the poten-
tial ~2! to get the evolution of cosmological backgroun
quantities. As first noted in@13#, the quintessence scalar fie
joins tracking solutions, which are most simply expressed
terms of the quintessence energy density and pressure:

rf5rf
kin1rf

pot5
1

2a2
ḟ21V~f!,

pf5rf
kin2rf

pot . ~3!

We are interested in quintessence equations of state in
range21<wQ<20.5, because this is the typical interv
leading to cosmic acceleration today@8,9#; since during the
tracking regime the equation of state is roughly constan
time, it follows that the quintessence energy density play
role in the cosmic evolution only at low redshifts, 11z
&10, since the pressureless matter density increases m
more rapidly with redshift. To give an intuitive description
the principal cosmological effects of quintessence, it
enough to describe tracking dynamics in the matter do
nated era~MDE!. Since during the MDE the scale facto
goes asa(t);t2, it easy to see that a power law solutio
f}tg to the Klein-Gordon equation~1! exists for

a5
6

g
22. ~4!

In this regime, the quintessence energy density scales
redshift as

rf}~11z!3(11wQ), ~5!

where its equation of state is

wQ52
2

a12
. ~6!

Our numerical integrations reproduce with good approxim
tion the tracking conditions~5!, ~6!, even if the equation of
state is not perfectly constant and this has interesting co
quences@35#. The interesting feature of these solution
which makes their importance as tracking trajectories, is
they can be reached starting from a very wide set of ini
conditions, so that the initial dark energy density deep in
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radiation dominated era~RDE! could have been between th
present value and tens of orders of magnitude higher@17#.
We show an example of this phenomenology in Fig. 1. In
top panel we plot the redshift evolution of matter, radiati
and quintessence starting from different initial conditions
the model specified below in Eq.~14!. Matter and radiation
~light dotted curves! have the known scalings; quintessen
trajectories converge to the same tracking regime star
from different initial conditions. The potential parameter
M.0.6M P , where M P51/AG is the Planck mass, anda
520.8; the initial conditions for the solid, short dashed a
dashed curve respectively are

f in51023M P , r in
kin50,

f in51027M P , r in
kin50,

f in51027M P , r in
kin/r in

pot5109. ~7!

These examples give an idea of the stability of tracking
lutions. Since the different trajectories differ only at hig
redshifts when quintessence is subdominant the corresp
ing CMB spectra, shown in the bottom panel, are to h
precision indistinguishable.

Cosmological linear perturbations, including quintessen
fluctuationsdf obeying the perturbed Klein-Gordon equ
tion

FIG. 1. Top panel: different quintessence trajectories converg
to the same tracking regime~solid, long and short dashed curves!;
matter and radiation are represented by the dotted curves. Bo
panel: CMB spectra, nearly identical, for the three trajectories.
0-3
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d~hf!1Vffdf50, ~8!

are numerically evolved starting from Gaussian adiabatic
tial conditions: we refer to our previous works@32,19,24# for
full details and formalism. Here we give only an intuitiv
description of the main effects of quintessence on CM
which can be understood by considering the tracking beh
ior of the background evolution as expressed by Eqs.~5! and
~6!. Note that the tracking regime itself is strictly valid on
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if matter dominates the expansion. When quintessence co
to dominance the universe accelerates its expansion and
dark energy leaves the tracking regime. This makes
present equation of state different from the one during
tracking regime; however, this difference is only at the lev
of 10% for all the cases we consider in deriving our co
straints.

As wQ moves from the cosmological constant ca
(21) to larger values, the conformal distancetdec to the last
scattering surface gets reduced:
tdec5H0
21E

0

zdec dz

AVmatter~11z!31VQ~11z!3(11wQ)
. ~9!
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As a consequence, the location of all the acoustic feature
the CMB spectra shifts toward lower multipoles, correspo
ing to large angular scales in the sky.

The same mechanism leads to a reduction of the i
grated Sachs-Wolfe~ISW! effect. The latter is represented b
extra power at low multipoles,l &10, caused by the dynam
ics of gravitational potentials at low redshift,z&10 @37#;
since the distance decreases in quintessence models wi
spect to cosmological constant ones, as shown by Eq.~9!, the
gravitational potentials dynamics is reduced correspondin
However, for values ofwQ well above21, the quintessence
starts to dominate the cosmic expansion earlier in time, le
ing to an enhancement of the time interval in which t
cosmic equation of state changes and therefore to an incr
of the ISW power. As a consequence of these two compe
effects, the ISW effect gets slightly reduced for21&wQ&
20.8, while it increases for larger values.

These two effects are purely geometric, i.e., they do
affect, for a given level ofVQ , the shape of the acousti
peaks on subdegree angular scales. The latter changesVQ
and the ratio between CDM and baryons changes.

In the next section we will discuss in detail the cosm
logical parameters that we consider, and the region in
parametric space which we investigate.

III. GRIDDING COSMOLOGICAL PARAMETERS

In this work we improve considerably the extension a
the gridding of the cosmological parameter space with
spect to what we did in Ref.@25#.

We consider flat cosmologies and fix the value of t
Hubble parameter at present to

H0565 km/sec/Mpc, ~10!

in agreement with current estimates@36#. We then vary the
present ratio of baryon to critical density, in order to obta
different values of the physical baryon density,Vbh2. The
amount of baryons in the universe is one of the most imp
tant quantities which affect CMB acoustic oscillations.
decoupling, any photon-baryon density fluctuation at wa
in
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re-
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se
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t
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e

numberk which is entering the horizon oscillates betwe
compression and rarefaction under the effect of the poten
wells and hills caused by the dark matter perturbations.
creasing the baryon amount favors compression with res
to rarefaction peaks, simply because it shifts toward the b
tom of the potential wells the rest position of the oscillat
@37#. As we already stressed, tracking quintessence is
scribed by its energy density today and by its equation
state. The radiation component is made of photons and t
massless neutrino families; the matter component is mad
CDM plus baryons.

Concerning perturbations, we allow for departure fro
scale invariance of the initial perturbation spectrum, as w
as for a nonzero amplitude of cosmological gravitation
waves. Scale invariance is related to the scalar spectra
dex, nS ; the latter can be defined in terms of the sca
perturbation spectrum at the horizon crossing as

P~k!}knS21. ~11!

In the following, we will refer to cases withnS larger or
smaller than 1 as ‘‘blue’’ and ‘‘red’’ spectra, respective
@39#.

Cosmological gravitational waves are tensor perturbati
of the metric. Their power is maximal on superhorizo
scales, corresponding tol &200 on the CMB angular powe
spectrum, making this multipole region the only one whe
this component is detectable. Its power can be parametr
in terms of the ratioR between the tensor and the sca
contributions to the CMB quadrupole; moreover, we ado
the single field inflationary consistent relation~see, e.g., Ref.
@6#!, linking the tensor spectral index toR. Summarizing, we
define

R5
C2

tensor

C2
scalar

, nT52
R

6.8
, ~12!

wherenT50 means here a scale invariant tensor power sp
trum at horizon crossing. The presence of gravitatio
waves as well as the deviation from scale invariance can
0-4
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CONSTRAINTS ON FLAT COSMOLOGIES WITH . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW D65 063520
related to the standard slow rolling parameterse,h for single
field inflation, which are defined in terms of the inflaton p
tential and its first two derivatives~see, e.g., Ref.@6#!. One
has

e5
R

13.6
, h5

1

2 S nS211
3R

6.8D . ~13!

A summary of the values of the cosmological paramet
considered in this work is given in Table I.

IV. MEASURES FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In this section we compare theoretical CMB angu
power spectra corresponding to the models in Table I w
the most recent data from BOOMERanG, MAXIMA an
DASI, as published in@1–3#, as well as with the 4 yea
COBE-DMR data@5#. Our data set consists of 65 data poin
19 from BOOMERanG in the range 76< l<1025, 13 from
MAXIMA in the range 36< l<1235, 9 from DASI in the
range 104< l<864, and 24 from COBE-DMR in the rang
2< l<25. As in @25#, for a given choice of parameters w
compare the measured quantitiesl ( l 11)Cl /2p to their the-
oretical predictions by evaluating the likelihood of the da
L}exp(2x2/2). When possible~i.e., COBE and DASI!, we
use the offset-lognormal ansatz for the shape of the lik

TABLE I. Cosmological parameters values.

Parameter Minimum Maximum Step

VQ 0.40 0.80 0.02
wQ 21.00 20.60 0.03
Vbh2 0.20 0.40 0.02
VCDM 12VQ 12VQ 0.02
nS 0.90 1.10 0.02
R 0 0.50 0.05
nT 2R/6.8 2R/6.8 0.05/6.8
06352
s
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hood, as in@38#. We do not consider correlations among t
data points of each experiment, as they are rather sm
@1–3#. We take into account the effect of each experime
calibration uncertainty~20%, 8% and 8% for BOOMERanG
MAXIMA and DASI, respectively@1–3#! on the measured
power spectrum. We do not take into account beam
pointing inaccuracies, since the details of these uncertain
were not made publicly available by the teams. However,
believe these effects should not affect much the relea
data.

Likelihood curves for each parameter are shown in Fig
Each curve is obtained by fixing all the other parameters
their best fit value. It is evident that the preferred flat cosm
logical model involves vacuum energy as the dominant co
ponent, at the 70% level. Moreover, our best fit value of
baryon density,Vbh250.022, is in good agreement with th
primordial nucleosynthesis bounds,Vbh250.02060.002
~95% C.L.! @7#. The primordial power spectrum is consiste
with scale invariance,nS.1, although slightly red spectra
are favored. These results are in good agreement with pr
ous analyses@1–3#.

A first new result of our analysis is that models with
subdominant contribution of gravitational waves are favor
As we already stressed, the main effect of cosmolog
gravitational waves is to enhance the anisotropy pow
above the degree scale, at multipolesl &200. The likelihood
curves indicate that such a contribution is unlikely to
required by the present data. The relative height of the C
acoustic peaks with respect to the plateau region is likely
be determined mainly by the other relevant parameters,
the relative abundance of cosmological components,
Hubble parameter, the scalar spectral index.

However, for the purposes of this work the most impo
tant result is the preference for quintessence models o
cosmological constant ones, as implied by a clear peak in
likelihood curve at wQ.0.8. This result confirms and
strengthens our previous findings@25#: a remarkably similar
result, although with larger confidence regions, was obtai
l
ak
FIG. 2. Likelihood curves for cosmologica
parameters of Table I, normalized to the pe
value.
0-5
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FIG. 3. Likelihood contours at 68%~heavy
lines! and 95%~light lines! confidence levels.
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by considering earlier CMB data release@4#, as well as a
reduced grid in number of parameters and gridding ste
Here we are obtaining almost the same measure of
vacuum energy equation of state, but considering the m
recent data as well as allowing for variation of new para
eters, namely the gravitational wave amplitude and the sc
spectral index. To understand the robustness of this resu
is natural to search what is the dominant effect of quint
sence compared to the cosmological constant, directly on
CMB spectrum. We shall return to this point below.

Figure 3 shows confidence regions for different parame
combinations. Heavy and light lines represent 68% and 9
confidence levels, respectively. The highest degeneracy
cerns the (R,ns) plane. This degeneracy has a simple exp
nation. Increasing the scalar spectral index has the effec
enhancing the CMB peaks with respect to the region al
&200, and this is disfavored by the data. The presence
tensor component reintroduces power at low multipoles,
that its net effect, once the power spectrum is normalized
to reduce the excess power of ‘‘blue’’ models at highl. The
constraints in the (R,nS) plane, in terms of the parameterse
andh defined in Eqs.~13!, appear as in Fig. 4.

In all the other cases the contours are closed, at lea
68% confidence level. Summarizing, our best estimate of
cosmological parameters considered in this work are, at
68% confidence level:

VQ50.7120.04
10.05, wQ520.8220.11

10.14,

Vbh250.02260.003, nS50.9560.08,

R&0.5~nT52R/6.8!. ~14!

We have fit 65 data points using approximately 9 parame
~5 cosmological parameters, 3 calibration parameters an
overall normalization of the power spectrum! so that the
number of degrees of freedom~DOF! is roughly DOF.65
06352
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29556. Our best fit hasx2557, andx2/DOF.1. The best
fit power spectrum, together with the experimental data
shown in Fig. 5.

Before closing this section, let us translate our limits
the quintessence equation of state in terms of the pote
slopea defined in Eq.~2!. As we already stressed, the resu
~14! concerning the equation of state provides general e
dence in favor of a time variation of the cosmologic
vacuum energy; the reason is that tracking trajectories w
inverse power laws correspond to a nearly constant equa
of state at the redshift of interest, which is the simple
model of quintessence. It is however interesting to determ
the corresponding interval in the potential slope; track
trajectories with a present equation of state as in Eq.~14!
correspond to exponents

a50.820.5
10.6. ~15!

FIG. 4. Likelihood contours at 68%~heavy lines! and 95%
~light lines! confidence levels in the plane of the inflationary slo
rolling parameterse,h defined in Eq.~13!.
0-6
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Note that this is slightly different, although within a 1s in-
terval, from what would be obtained from Eq.~6!, a
50.720.5

10.2. As we already mentioned, this is because the
sult ~15! is numerically obtained from the present equation
state, which is slightly different from its value during th
tracking regime.

This completes the constraints obtained from the comp
son of our CMB spectra with the data. The most interest
aspect is the evidence in favor of a time variation of t
vacuum energy component. In the next section we will d
cuss the robustness of these results.

V. DISCUSSION

Our results~14! have been obtained under a number
assumptions.

First, all the perturbations, including those in the quint
sence component, are assumed to be Gaussian and ini
perfectly adiabatic@32#. The tensor spectral index has be
related to the amplitude of gravitational waves through
consistency relation~12!; moreover, the global geometry i
assumed to be flat. Even if these choices reduce conside
the parameter space region that we explore, they are just
by the prediction of the simplest inflationary models@6#. In
addition, we assumed three massless neutrino familie
well as a dark matter type which is purely cold; these c
ditions are those currently preferred by data on the la
scale structure of the Universe@11#.

Within these hypotheses, our comparison with CMB d
revealed an interesting indication in favor of a time-varyi
vacuum energy. Even if this result depends crucially on
present CMB data which are still far from the performanc
that will be reached by satellite measurements@40,41#, two

FIG. 5. Best fit cosmological model vs experimental data,VQ

50.72,wQ520.8,Vbh250.022,ns50.96,R50. Solid error bars
are for COBE~low multipoles! and BOOMERanG data, dashed an
dotted for MAXIMA and DASI data, respectively.
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questions arise. First, which is the effect of quintessen
compared with a pure cosmological constant, which ma
present data prefer a quintessence component. Second, w
cosmological parameter not considered in this work c
mimic the effects of quintessence, thus undermining the
bustness of our results.

We address the first question by comparing the CM
spectrum which represents the best fit~14! with its cosmo-
logical constant analog, in which all the parameters have
same value except for the equation of state, which is set
21. The two spectra are compared in Fig. 6, normalized
the first peak height. It is evident that they differ main
because quintessence causes a systematic shift of al
acoustic features toward larger angular scales, or lower m
tipoles; as we already mentioned in Sec. II, this is due t
progressive reduction of the conformal distance between
and the last scattering surface, aswQ moves from21 to
higher values. Note also that the effect is small compare
the data error bars; indeed the cosmological constant, a
95% confidence level, is still compatible with present da
as it is evident in Figs. 2 and 3.

The answer to the second question can now be given
we fix the relative abundances today, the only parame
which we do not consider and that could mimic the proje
tion effect in Fig. 6 is the cosmic curvature, represented
the total density parameterV tot . It is indeed well known that
a closed universe withV tot.1 moves the acoustic feature
of the CMB spectrum toward smaller multipoles@37#. This
argument is supported by earlier constraints on cosmolog
parameters—obtained without considering quintesse
models—that were set by experiments measuring subde
CMB anisotropies; the quoted results forV tot were
1.0420.05

10.05 (or 1.0220.05
10.06), 0.9020.16

10.18, 1.0460.06 for BOO-
MERanG, MAXIMA and DASI, respectively@1–3#. Al-

FIG. 6. First peak normalized CMB spectra for our best
model (wQ520.8, solid line! and its cosmological constan
equivalent (wQ521, dashed line!.
0-7
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though flatness is well within 1s for all the experiments, it is
however interesting that quintessence offers a mechanis
explain the slight preference of the existing data for clos
models, the same mechanism being the reason why we
indications in favor of a dynamical vacuum energy in th
work.

We conclude that, in the framework of flat cosmologie
the preference in favor of quintessence from present C
is

n-

J.

06352
to
d
nd

,
B

data is quite robust. Future satellite missions@40,41# will
allow to further test this result.
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